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energy imbalance symptom ✔

mind - mental/emotional

feeling overwhelmed - just too many demands to handle

feeling irritable - even little things get to me

feeling worried about things at times

get upset sometimes, feeling emotional

feeling unmotivated - even for things I normally like

decision-making not as sharp

trouble staying focussed at times

feeling flat - mentally and emotionally

got some tension in relationships at work or home

never have enough time to get anything done properly

/10



energy imbalance symptom ✔

body - physical

feel sick in my stomach

have a fluttery or elevated heartrate

feel tightness in my chest or throat

just feel tired

muscle and bones ache

have had some colds and flu stuff

feel dizzy sometimes 

have trouble falling asleep

sleep quality is not great

feel that I am under-performing

/10



responses ✔

mindset - just gotta keep pushing through

5-6 hours of sleep is enough

coffee!! … and more coffee…

bingeing on Netflix is how I unwind

that 1-2 glasses of red (or white) takes the edge off most nights

Krispy Kreme (or my favorite sugar carb)  gets me through the day

don’t have time to eat - thank goodness for take out…

is it Friday yet? yep - it’s beer-o-clock for the next couple days

rest is for the dead - or at least not until Sunday afternoon - I’ll catch up

lunch break is for catching up on emails

/10



dealing with 
burnout, mental & 
physical health 
conditions

habitualizing
energy health

maximizing 
performance

Energy Health - Performance Continuum

intentionally 
building
resilience

managing 
energy 

1 2 3 4 5





A stress B recovery

closing the 
gap

Closing the Energy Gap - Balancing Stress & Recovery

Lever 1
DECREASE stress

Lever 2
INCREASE recovery



Energy Demands Inventory - Reduce Stress and/or Increase Recovery
category work-day energy demands lever 1 - delegate, delay or drop? lever 2 - possible recovery activities

social
(interacting with 
people)

environmental
(sensory)

mental
(thinking, 
problem solving, 
mental tasks)

emotional
(things that cause 
worry, anxiety, 
upset, anger, 
heightened 
emotions)

physical
(physical exertion 
or discomfort)



unhelpful responses to energy demands possible energy health responses

mindset just gotta keep pushing through

5-6 hours of sleep is enough

coffee!! … and more coffee…

bingeing on Netflix is how I unwind

that 1-2 glasses of red (or white) takes the edge off most nights

Krispy Kreme (or favourite sugar carb) gets me to that next sales call

don’t have time to eat - thank the universe for take out…

is it Friday yet? yep - it’s beer-o-clock for the next couple days

rest is for the dead - or at least not until Sunday aft - I’ll catch up

lunch break is for catching up on emails



possible recovery activities - to do list
category daily recovery activity

✔

daily recovery activity

✔

daily recovery activity

✔

daily recovery activity

✔
physical

waking 5min stretching cold shower healthy snack after intense work period fruit & veg & water at dinner
morning 10-15min walk 5min move & stretch per hour 15-20min moderate exercise floatation tank (1x/week)
fruit & veg breakfast smoothie fruit & veg & water at lunch 30min massage (1-2x/week) warm & cold shower/bath
glass of water (before coffee) lunchtime 5-10min walk yoga or stretch class (1-2x/week) 7+ hours sleep

mental

10min meditation after waking relaxing music on the commute 20min phone off @lunch - mental break phone off, relaxing music on commute

relaxing music while getting ready lower intensity day after high intensity 
day 10min meditation in early afternoon 10min meditation before bed

review of positives in your life 5min mental time out per hour 20min nap fun/enjoyable movie/program

read positive news (avoid negative news) meetings 25min/50min to allow breaks 10min switch off after high intensity 
work enjoyable reading

emotional

connect to personal purpose daily acknowledge own emotions w/o 
judgement

self talk - support self, challenge 
behaviour loved one(s) physical connection (pm)

practice possibility self talk/mantras acknowledge others emotions w/o 
judgement support others, challenge behaviour

journal the negatives from the day and 
acknowledge it is human to feel that 
way

loved one(s) physical connection (am) talk to supportive others about 
emotions riutalize team possibility communication read personal development literature

daily gratitude review debrief intense emotional interactions 
with supportive other

talk to professional re: deep emotional 
stuff practice possibility self talk/mantras

social

morning enjoyable interaction with 
partner ask for help on a personal or work issue 2x/month lunch unplugged w/ friend connect with a peer support group

morning coffee with positive friend connect w/ positive friend min 1x/wk team fun social event w/o alcohol join a book club or other social hobby
practice smiling at people on first 
greeting

do something unexpected for another 
daily

1x/month give time/help to someone in 
need

1x/week favourite meal with 
partner/friend

create a morning team ritual create end of day team ritual 1x/two months social night out, without 
excessive alcohol or sleep loss 

evening enjoyable interaction with 
partner

environmental

get outdoors before work go to a favourite spot for breaks get outdoors in nature on the weekend drive a more relaxing route home

watch the sunrise, whenever possible change work locations frequently, if 
possible play relaxing music in the house get outdoors after work

create morning ritual enjoying 
surroundings

periodic breaks from sensory 
stimulation meet clients in a low stimulation env. watch the sunset, whenever possible

spend time with shoes off float tank or low sensory stim relaxation spend time in aesthetically pleasing 
env.

dim the lights w/ relaxing music at least 
an hour before bed



possible recovery disruptors - to don’t list

Category recovery disruptors

✔

physical

frequent alcohol plus moderate to high quantity intake disrupts recovery mechanisms & sleep

sleep in uncomfortable bed

poor nutrition & hydration (e.g. intake of processed food, lack of fruit, veg & water, frequent &/or high volume post-midday caffeine intake)

excessive volume of physically intense exercise (i.e. too much given current energy resources)

mental

obsessing with the negative

obsessing with things outside current control (i.e. including things not in your control at the very moment you are thinking about it)

setting unrealistic goals or goals beyond control

late night violent or tense movies/television or other forms of intense mental stimulation

emotional

constantly measuring self worth only by outcomes and not actions & effort

constant comparison to others

consistent self-judgement and judgement of others

bottling up emotions, not dealing with things, “just getting over it”

social

staying in toxic relationships, hoping for it to get better

avoiding unresolved conflict with another

obsessing about someone else’s negative behaviour

constantly trying to help someone else who is not open to help

environmental

remaining in unpleasant environment - which creates discomfort, stimulation overload

high frequency & duration of air travel (including changing time zones)

office environment with no or little natural light, or opportunity to step out into natural environment

poor sleeping environment (excessive noise or light, poor bed)



Energy Health Management key take-homes

build a culture of energy health management => regularly discuss, ask questions about, present and 
reinforce the key principles,  ideas & models of energy health and performance

identify starting point on the wellbeing-performance continuum (self & others) => observe, engage, 
use language of empathy, meet them where they are at

identify the 5 category sources of energy spend and ways to get recovery (self & others) => use the 
Stress-Recovery Wheel (orange & green)  to identify in which categories you and others are spending energy 

most days of the week and with which activities you can get category-matched recovery

build the foundations on energy health => regularly check symptoms of energy imbalance, daily work 
recovery plans with micro-recovery activities, reduce low priority, low control stressors

stretch them when they are ready => increase the challenge when people are healthy, use the 
language of resilient mindsets, emphasise mastery built on effort, continue to reinforce 

the recovery essentials



Key Leadership applications of Take Homes

start to build a culture of energy health => do a 10-20min team presentation and/or lead discussion 
on Energy Health Management, sharing the key principles and models; have at least 2 discussions 1-1

and share your insights on the importance of creating energy health 

identify starting point on the wellbeing-performance continuum (self & others) => lead a group 
discussion, or have at least 2 1-1 discussions, using the continuum and ask people to identify where they are

most days of the week and where they would like to be, share 1-2 principles of 
energy health to move positively along the continuum

identify the 5 category sources of energy spend and ways to get recovery (self & others) => lead a group 
discussion, or have at least 2 x 1-1 discussions, using the Stress-Recovery Wheel (orange & green) and ask people to identify in
which categories they are spending energy most days of the week and help them identify the ways they could match that energy 

spend with recovery from the 5 categories, use examples of recovery from the spreadsheet

build the foundations on energy health => each day this week, check your morning symptoms of 
energy imbalance, implement 2 extra recovery activities for days you are out of balance, 

discuss symptoms and recovery activities with team 

stretch them when they are ready => identify one person on your team who aspires to challenge their 
personal and career growth, discuss a challenge they can take on, share insights on energy 

health management, and help them build extra recovery 
activities into their growth journey


